
THE COMPANY

DARKFIELD was founded by Glen Neath, David Rosenberg & Andrea Salazar. Ultimately a collection 
of individual theatrical experiences in shipping containers that explore fear and anxiety, each show 
employs binaural sound, pitch darkness and movement to situate each audience member at the 
centre of an evolving narrative. 

DARKFIELD have created two container experiences so far, Seance and Flight, and will this year 
premiere the third: Coma. The experiences are short and powerful: each will steal you from reality 
for no more than 30 minutes at a time. Both Seance and Flight had sell out runs at Summerhall at 
the Edinburgh Fringe, and we are confident that Coma too will be a success.

We are at a really exciting stage with this new company. The work is being well recieved, and has 
reached over 80000 audience members worldwide so far. The shows have been described as ‘a 
perfectly programmed high-art theme park ride’ (Exeunt Magazine). We are now beginning to 
expand our team as we build new shows in both the UK and Internationally, and so are looking for 
a freelancer to join us on our journey.

J O B  D E S C R I P T I O N  -  P R O D U C T I O N  M A N A G E R

THE ROLE

We are looking for a Freelance Production Manager to join us in presenging Coma for the first time 
at Summerhall at this years Edinburgh Fringe. The show, along with Seance and Flight, will then 
go to Canary Wharf after the Fringe. The production manager will be responsible for the smooth 
prepartion, get in, running and get out of the work, and they will also be it’s primary show operator.

RESPONSIBILITIES

• In your role you will be the pivotal contact person for all areas related to production and 
operations, between the venue, container transport company and Darkfield.

• You will make the necessary logistical arrangements for the production, and you will create a 
production pack to share with the team and venue, detailing Operation and RAMS.

• You will use your practical and communication skills to make sure the piece is presented 
according to Darkfield’s specifications.

• You must be comfortable managing and training others.
• You will be technically and practically minded and able to work under pressure.
• Once the show is set up you will be in charge of briefing the FOH team, making sure everyone 

feels part of the team and understands the importance of briefing and managing the audience 
effectively.

• You will be flexible enough to be able to adapt the procedures Darkfield have put in place 
depending on the particular circumstances of the venues the show visits.

• You will be a proactive communicator with the creative and production team.



RESPONSIBILITIES CONTINUED

• On a day to day basis you will be in charge of operating the show and fixing anything that 
might need to be fixed. You will complete show reports, and train other operators to do so if 
necessary. You will be reactive and proactive in solving problems that arise. 

• You will have high attention to detail, making sure that every show is reset properly and every 
show maintains the high quality of standards demanded of your department. 

• You will have H&S in mind at every stage of your employment.
• You must be a people person and a proactive communicator, as this position requires you to 

be able to effectively liaise with local teams and occasionally you might be called upon to deal 
with audience members.

ESSENTIAL SKILLS 

•   A multi-skilled person who cares about the quality of every performance you are in charge of
•   Experience and knowledge of assessing Health and Safety
•   Practical problem-solving skills
•   A basic level of carpentry
•   A good understanding of theatrical systems (sound and LX, basic).
•   Working knowledge of Qlab.
•   Passion for all things related to the technical aspects of a show.
•   Experience of operating shows.
•   Experience of managing (a team of) people, including Front of House
•   A people person: you must also be happy to interact with the audience.

AVAILABILITY

You will be available from the 28th July - 26th August to travel to and work at the 
Edinburgh Fringe. You will have flexible working days prior to the fringe for prep. You will 
be available 14th -22nd September in London, with a flexible working day prior for prep. 

FEE

120 per day worked. Travel to/from the fringe will be included, as well as accomodation. 
Per diems also included for days worked at the fringe.

HOW TO APPLY

Please send a covering email and CV detailing your experience to:
INFO@DARKFIELD.ORG.

The deadline for applications is  the 26TH APRIL 2019. Interviews 9TH MAY 2019.

Please contact us on the email address above if you have any questions.


